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bstract

A novel self-humidifying membrane electrode assembly (MEA) with the active electrode region surrounded by a unactive “water transfer region
WTR)” was proposed to achieve effective water management and high performance for proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs). By
his configuration, excess water in the cathode was transferred to anode through Nafion membrane to humidify hydrogen. Polarization curves and
ower curves of conventional and the self-humidifying MEAs were compared. The self-humidifying MEA showed power density of 85 mW cm−2

t 0.5 V, which is two times higher than that of a conventional MEA with cathode open. The effects of anode hydrogen flow rates on the performance

f the self-humidifying MEA were investigated and its best performance was obtained at a flow rate of 40 ml min−1. Its performance was the best
hen the environmental temperature was 40 ◦C. The performance of the self-humidifying MEA was slightly affected by environmental humidity.
he area of WTR was optimized, and feasible area ratio of the self-humidifying MEA was 28%.
2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

During the past two decades, the proton exchange membrane
uel cell (PEMFC) has been regarded as one of most promising
lternative power sources, especially for portable applications,
ue to its high efficiency and low emission [1–5]. However, for
ommercial application as portable power sources, the structure
f PEMFCs has to be designed as simply as possible to meet
he weight and volume requirements [6–8]. Therefore, there is
urgent drive to remove the humidifier and heating device from

he common PEMFC design. It is well known, however, that
oth the Nafion membrane and the Nafion electrolyte material
n the catalyst layers need to be hydrated in order to conduct
roton efficiently [9,10]. In addition, excess water produced in

he cathode catalyst layer has to be removed to avoid cathode
flooding”, especially at low temperature. Thus, removement of
umidifier and heating device from the PEMFC will result in
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evere water management issues. A self-humidifying system,
hich humidifies the anode side of the Nafion membrane and

emoves the liquid water at the cathode efficiently, is strongly
equired.

A lot of efforts have been made for self-humidifying PEM-
Cs. Most of the ideas were focused on the fabrication of
elf-humidifying membranes by incorporating highly dispersed
ano-size Pt particles in the Nafion membrane [11–14]. By this
ay, Pt nanoparticles were expected to catalyze the recombina-

ion of H2 and O2 diffusing into the Nafion membrane, which,
n the one hand, decreased the reactants crossover through
afion membrane, and on the other hand, increased the water

ontent in the Nafion membrane, reducing the proton trans-
ort resistance. This method, however, had some disadvantages,
ncluding high cost and formation of an electron-conducting
ath via the network of dispersed Pt or Pt/C particles [15]. To
void the possibility of a short circuit through the membrane,

ome double-layer or sandwich type composite membranes
ere proposed [16,17]. In addition, to replace Pt particles,

ome hydrophilic inorganic oxides were added into the Nafion
embrane or the anode catalyst layer in order to increase the
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Fig. 1. Section structure of the self-humidifying ME

ptake of water inside the Nafion membrane or the anode
atalyst layer [18–21]. Nevertheless, no matter what kind of
articles was added in the membrane or the anode catalyst
ayer, the water content in the anode was still difficult to be

aintained, due to the electro-osmotic drag of water from the
node to the cathode. More importantly, this method contributed
ittle to the water removal in the cathode, which was very
mportant to the PEMFC performance, especially at high cur-
ent densities. Some studies have been undertaken to address
oth the anode humidification and the cathode water removal.
e et al. used a water-absorbing sponge made of polyvinyl

lcohol to develop an internally humidified system. The water-
bsorbing sponge was advantageous for humidification of the
ry inlet air and for removal of liquid water from the cell
22]. Williams et al. modified the gas diffusion layer by coat-
ng carbon black and 14 wt.% PTFE onto the macro-porous
ubstrate using a silk-screen technique, and improved cell per-
ormance under low and no external humidification conditions
23].

In this study, a novel self-humidifying MEA with the active
lectrode region (AER) surrounded by water transfer region
WTR) for PEMFCs was presented as shown in Fig. 1. In this
onfiguration, excess water at the cathode was expected to trans-
er to the cathode WTR, which significantly reduced the water
ooding. The water in the cathode WTR then diffuses through

he Nafion membrane to the anode WTR, and finally transfers to
he strongly hydrophilic active anode region, which hydrates the
node side of the membrane, and thus reduces the ohmic polar-
zation of the MEA significantly. The performances of both our

elf-humidifying MEA and the conventional MEA were firstly
ompared by the polarization and power curves. The effects of
he hydrogen flow rate and environmental conditions on the per-
ormance of the self-humidifying MEA were then investigated.

c
a
a
c

water transfer route in the self-humidifying MEA.

inally, the area of WTR was optimized and the self-humidifying
EA with proper WTR area was chosen for PEMFC stacks.

. Experimental

Nafion 112 membrane (DuPont) was used in our experiments
nd firstly boiled in 5 wt.% H2O2 solution for 1 h in order to
emove organic and inorganic contaminants. After washing the
embrane in deionized water for several times, the membrane
as boiled in 0.5 mol l−1 H2SO4 solution for 2 h to convert the
embrane into H+ form. The membrane was then washed using

eionized water repeatedly and stored in pure water for use.
Both the anode and cathode gas diffusion layers (GDL) con-

isted of 30 wt.% PTFE bonded carbon paper (TGP-H-090,
oray) as backing layer and 20 wt.% PTFE contained carbon
lack (XC-72, Cabot) as microporous layer (MPL). Before
rushing the catalyst layer onto the GDL, the mixture of car-
on black and Nafion (3:1 w/w) was sprayed onto the peripheral
egion, i.e., the WTR, of the catalyst layer. The catalyst layer
as then obtained by brushing the catalyst slurry onto the cen-

ral area of the GDL. The self-humidifying MEA was finally
btained by hot-pressing the Nafion membrane, the anode, and
he cathode at 135 ◦C with a pressure of 1.8 MPa for 2 min. For
he cathode, BP2000 carbon black with 1.5 mg cm−2 loading
as for the WTR, and 20 wt.% Pt/C (E-TEK), PTFE and Nafion

20:5:2) with 0.3 mg cm−2 Pt loading were for the catalyst layer.
or the anode, the XC-72 carbon black with 1.0 mg cm−2 load-

ng was for the WTR, and 20 wt.% Pt/C and Nafion (3:1,) with
t loading of 0.2 mg cm−2 was for the catalyst layer. The main

onsideration for the composition difference between the anode
nd the cathode is to eject water from cathode catalyst layer
nd maintain water in anode catalyst layer. For comparison, the
onventional MEA without the WTR was prepared using the
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Table 1
Abbreviations and sizes of the self-humidifying MEAs and conventional MEA

MEA sample

NOV 1 NOV 2 NOV 3 CON

Size 2 cm × 5 cm 1.6 cm × 4
Area of WTR 6 cm2 3.36 cm2

Area ratio of WTR 60% 45.7%
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Fig. 2. Structures of conventional MEA and the self-humidifying MEA.

imilar method and materials with the self-humidifying MEA.
he active electrode areas for the self-humidifying MEAs and

he conventional MEA were all 1 cm × 4 cm. The abbreviations
nd sizes of self-humidifying MEAs and conventional MEA
ere shown in Table 1.
Both the novel self-humidifying and conventional MEAs,

chematically presented in Fig. 2, were assembled into single
ells and tested using Neware Cell Test equipment (ShenZhen,
hina). The cells were operated in a sealed operation box, where

he environmental temperature was controlled by a heating plate
nd the environmental humidity was adjusted by a mini-type
umidifier. Dry hydrogen was used as the anode fuel, and dry
xygen or air were fed as cathode oxidants.

. Results and discussion

.1. Performance comparison of the self-humidifying MEA

nd the conventional MEA

The comparison of performance curves for the conventional
nd the self-humidifying MEAs are presented in Figs. 3 and 4.

ig. 3. Polarization curves and power curves of the self-humidifying and con-
entional MEA in oxygen at 20 ◦C.

e
w
o
a

F
v

.6 cm 1.3 cm × 4.3 cm 1 cm × 4 cm
1.59 cm2 –
28.4% –

nspiringly, the performance of the self-humidifying MEA is
arkedly higher than that of the conventional one, especially

t high current densities. This performance improvement of the
elf-humidifying MEA should be attributed to presence of the

TR, because the WTR was the only difference for the two
inds of MEAs. For the conventional MEA, water loss at the
node, resulted from the electro-osmotic drag, could cause the
node drying and increase the membrane resistance severely. In
ddition, water in the cathode catalyst layer could not be ejected
fficiently, and thus, water flooding and concentration polariza-
ion appeared, especially for air as oxidant. In contrast to the
ase of the conventional MEA, for the novel self-humidifying
EA, on the one hand, excess water at the cathode could be con-

eniently transferred to the cathode WTR, which significantly
educed water flooding and concentration polarization of oxy-
en; on the other hand, water in the cathode WTR could diffuse
hrough the Nafion membrane to the anode WTR, and then trans-
erred to the anode catalyst layer because the anode catalyst
ayer was highly hydrophilic, which hydrated the membrane
nd reduced the ohmic polarization of the MEA significantly.
t high current densities, water flooding at the cathode and the
embrane drying at the anode were more severe, and thus, the

elf-humidifying MEA showed much better cell performance by
he more efficient water management.

.2. Effect of hydrogen flow rate on the self-humidifying
EA

To optimize the performance of the self-humidifying MEA,

ffects of some operation conditions on the cell performance
ere investigated. The effect of the anode hydrogen flow rate
n the self-humidifying MEA was illustrated in Fig. 5. At low
nd medium current densities, the performance of the self-

ig. 4. Polarization curves and power curves of the self-humidifying and con-
entional MEA in air with cathode open at 20 ◦C.
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ig. 5. The effect of different hydrogen flow rates on the self-humidifying MEA
ith cathode open at 20 ◦C.

umidifying MEA for low hydrogen flow rates was better than
hat for high hydrogen flow rates. At high current densities,
owever, the self-humidifying MEA for high hydrogen flow
ates presented better performance. This observation could be
xplained as follows. At low and medium current densities,
here the ohmic polarization was dominant, the better perfor-
ance of the self-humidifying MEA for low hydrogen flow

ates could be attributed to the lower membrane resistance,
hich resulted from the less anode water loss taken away by

he lower hydrogen flow rate. At high current densities, where
he concentration polarization was dominant, the better per-
ormance of the self-humidifying MEA for higher hydrogen
ow rates could not be attributed to the improvement of the
ydrogen transport, because it was calculated that the theoreti-
ally required hydrogen flow rate was significantly lower than
0 ml min−1 and thus the limitation of hydrogen transport could
e excluded. Therefore, this performance improvement could
nly be attributed to the oxygen transport limitation. When the
ell was operated at high current densities, large amount of water
as produced at the cathode catalyst layer, causing the cathode
ooding. High hydrogen flow rate at the anode could take away
ore anode water, which increased the concentration gradient

f water, and thus, the water diffusion rate from the cathode
o the anode was increased. Therefore, water flooding at the
athode could be reduced and oxygen could diffuse to the cath-

de catalyst layer more easily. After the polarization test, liquid
ater accumulated at the open cathode with different hydro-
en flow rates was recorded, as illustrated in Fig. 6. Clearly,

M
c

ig. 6. State of water accumulation at open cathode with different hydrogen flow rates
nd (d) 80 ml min−1.
ig. 7. The effect of different environmental temperature on the self-
umidifying MEA with cathode open.

iquid water at the cathode was decreased with the increase in
he anode hydrogen flow rate, and there was almost no liquid
ater existed on the surface of the cathode at the hydrogen flow

ate of 80 ml min−1, which confirmed our explanation for the
erformance difference at high current densities. To obtain the
aximum power performance for the self-humidifying MEA,

he hydrogen flow rate of 40 ml min−1 was employed in the next
xperiments.

.3. Effect of environmental temperature and humidity

Effects of the environmental temperature and humidity on
he performance of the self-humidifying MEA were also inves-
igated. Fig. 7 gives the effect of environmental temperature
n the self-humidifying MEA. The performance of the self-
umidifying MEA was greatly improved with increasing the
nvironmental temperature, which could be ascribed to the
ore facile reaction kinetics, mass transport and proton transfer

hrough Nafion membrane at higher temperatures. It was note-
orthy that the performance improvement from 30 ◦C to 40 ◦C
as less pronounced than that from 20 ◦C to 30 ◦C, indicating

hat the temperature effect was somewhat depressed at higher
emperatures and that it was unnecessary to operate the self-
umidifying MEA at too high temperature to achieve the best
Fig. 8 shows the cell performance of the self-humidifying
EA for different environmental humidity. At low and medium

urrent densities where ohmic polarization was dominant,

after polarization curves test: (a) 20 ml min−1, (b) 40 ml min−1, (c) 60 ml min−1,
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ig. 8. The effect of different environmental humidity on the self-humidifying
EA with cathode open at 20 ◦C.

o visible performance difference was observed for different
nvironmental humidity. At high current densities where con-
entration polarization was dominant, the performance of the
elf-humidifying MEA decreased with increasing of the envi-
onmental humidity, probably due to the fact that at higher
nvironmental humidity, on the one hand, more liquid water at
he cathode was condensed, which increased the oxygen trans-
ort resistance, and on the other hand, the oxygen mole fraction
ecrease, which also decrease the performance. Although the
ifference resulting from environmental humidity was existed,
t was possibly reduced due to excellent water transfer abil-
ty from the cathode to the anode for the self-humidifying

EA.

.4. Optimization of WTR area

In order to optimize the WTR area, three self-humidifying
EAs with different WTR areas, listed in Table 1, were pre-

ared and tested. Fig. 9 shows the polarization curves for the
hree self-humidifying MEAs. No obvious performance differ-
nce between NOV 1 and NOV 2 MEAs was observed, and the
erformance of NOV 3 MEA was slightly lower than that of

OV 1 and NOV 2 MEAs. The results shows that water transfer

bility will be reduced when the area ratio of WTR is about lower
han 30%, which reduced in the decrease of cell performance.

ig. 9. Polarization curves and power curves of the self-humidifying MEAs with
ifferent WTR area with cathode open at 20 ◦C.
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ainly considering the size and cost of the self-humidifying
EAs, NOV 3 MEA with lowest WTR area was preliminarily

hosen as the preferred self-humidifying MEA design in our
ext experiments. Further investigation and optimization of the
TR area by numerical simulation methods are on-going and

he results will be presented later.

. Conclusions

A novel self-humidifying MEA with WTR was prepared
nd evaluated. Compared with the conventional MEA, our
elf-humidifying MEA can improve the cell performance sig-
ificantly. The self-humidifying MEA showed power density
f 85 mW cm−2 at 0.5 V, which is two times higher than
conventional MEA. The performance of self-humidifying
EA was affected by different anode hydrogen flow rates,

nd the best performance was obtained at a flow rate of
0 ml min−1. Cell performance was relatively good under
igher environmental temperature. Cell voltage is slightly
ecreased as the environmental humidity is increased. The
esults showed that NOV 3 with the WTR area ratio of 28%
as the best for practical application. Performance of the
ovel self-humidifying MEA was improved obviously with-
ut increasing the area of catalyst layer or the loading of
atalyst. This novel structure can be a new attempt for the
abrication of self-humidifying MEA for PEMFC applica-
ions.
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